
THE PROBLEM
In the age of experience design,  

buying gas remains an antequated and undelightful task.
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ONE SOLUTION
Minimize the duration  
of users’ suffering.



“Why is it necessary to spend six billion pounds speeding up the Eurostar train when, for about 
10 percent of that money, you could have top supermodels, male and female, serving free 

Chateau Petrus to all the passengers for the entire duration of the journey? You'd still have five 
billion left in change, and people would ask for the trains to be slowed down.”

RORY SUTHERLAND
Advertising guru

THE RICHARD BRANSON / RORY SUTHERLAND SOLUTION



MISSION 

Transform the routine consumption of a commodity 
into an enjoyable task, while at the same time making 

the task as efficient as possible.

Has this ever been done before?



$0.99

REMEMBER THIS?



$0.99 $4.89



A service station designed to subvert expectations 
of what a fuel stop (and gas station coffee) can be.



WHY WOULD / SHOULD 
STARBUCKS TOUCH GAS? 
Brand perception
Control fuel brand association: Many 
cafes are already adjacent to gas 
stations, but not brands aligned with 
SB corporate values.

Loyalty
Opportunity to link coffee buying with 
another essential activity; fuel rewards 
for coffee; coffee rewards for fuel 

Customer convenience
Value proposition: added convenience 
for Starbucks customers who can 
combine gas stop & Starbucks into one.

CSR 
Opportunity to promote sustainable 
fuels and reward customers for greener 
fuel choices.



WHY LEAD WITH* PROPEL FUELS?

Shared customer demographic

Existing Partnership Model Existing CleanDrive Rewards Program



CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Time of Day

Wake 
up

Eat

Pick up 
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Stop for  
coffee

Stop for 
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late to 
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out for 
lunch

Lunch 
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Afternoon
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Rush Hr 
traffic

Drop off 
co-worker

Dinner with  
partner

Listen to 
Music
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Baseline Happiness



EVOLUTION OF AN EXISTING CONCEPT
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OPTIMAL LOCATION TYPES

Ballard // Urban/Suburban Edge
Densely-populated but more car-centric 
than the urban core

Centralia // I-5 Corridor Pit-stop 
Exactly halfway beween Seattle & Portland
Popular coffee/rest stop


